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FROM WHENCE COMETH OUR HELP?
CONSERVATIONISTS' SEARCH FOR A JUDICIAL FORUMr
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RELIEF
GEORGE W. CORNWELL*

The degradation of the world's environment is readily apparent and
increasingly quantifiable. Man's geometric population growth, coupled with
his worldwide industrialization, technological advances, and unrestrained
exploitation of the world's resources has brought him to the brink of disaster. The quality of the human experience is being severely impaired by
blatant indifference to the health of the environment that sustains us.'
A strong groundswell of public opinion, led and largely triggered by
those in the communications media, is slowly moving the United States toward
a saner ecological policy. Legislators are beginning to be elected or defeated
by their stands on environmental issues, and they are legislating accordingly. 2
However, many decisions having adverse effects on the environment are still
being made by individuals, business and government.3
"Ordinary" citizens feel excluded from participation in the decisional
process except as victims of these environmental decisions. Knowledge of the
effects of yesterday's environmental mismanagement is not reassuring to
citizens who consider the application of administrative discretion and bureaucratic response to private parties attempting to change agency policy. Legislative change, moreover, is necessarily slow and often requires the political
defeat of nonresponsive but powerful incumbents. To preclude frustration,
disillusion, and irresponsible actions by environmentally concerned citizens,
means to allow the participation of these deeply committed and well-informed
citizens in the decisions and actions influencing the quality of the environment
must be provided.4
In search of a hearing and decision on the merits of their arguments,
these citizens have often turned to the courts to resolve environmentally*B.S. (Wildlife Ecology) 1955, Michigan State University; M.S. (Ecology) 1960, University
of Utah; Ph.D. (Wildlife Ecology) 1966, University of Michigan; Professor of Wildlife
Ecology in the School of Forestry, University of Florida.
I. See Cole, Can the World Be Saved?, 18 BrosciENcE 679, 680-81 (1969); Cornwall, Man
Looks at His Environment, 57 FLA. J. Mmn. Ass'N 12 (1970).
2. E.g., Conservation 70's a citizens' lobbying group, has listed 41 bills passed during the
1970 Florida Legislature pertaining to environmental protection. See Conservation 70's, Legislation Enacted Through the Efforts of Conservation 70's During the 1970 Legislature (1970)
(mimeographed list on file in University of Florida Law Review).
3. See, e.g., text accompanying notes 33-36 infra.
4. See Boyle, My Struggle To Help the President, SPoRTs ILLUSTRATED, Feb. 16, 1970, at
32. The author describes the run-around treatment a small group of conservationists received
over the years in their struggle to save the Hudson River from pollution. A single pollutor,
a railroad, apparently had directed oils and lubricants into the Hudson River for several
years. A number of concerned citizens fought a mass of red tape and bureaucratic indecision
for six years before any minimal corrective measures were contemplated. This case is not isolated except in the persistence that these men demonstrated. Many similar cases are doubtless
abandoned because of private citizens' feelings of despair and futility.
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based disputes. 5 Many prominent ecologists are convinced that a "doomsday"
environmental breakdown is but a few decades away,6 and the urgency of the
ecological crisis dictates that conservation litigation move speedily forward.
Unfortunately, too many environmental cases have been summarily dismissed
or deferred to administrative or legislative authorities in what often appears
to be a mass judicial "cop-out." 7 Nonetheless, the legal aspects of pollution
control have not been invariably bleak and hopeless.
EXATUPLES OF CONSERVATIONIS'' ENCOUNTERS WITH THE LEGAL PROCESS

Cross-FloridaBarge Canal
Never have Florida's conservationists opposed a publicly-funded project
with greater dedication, organization, sophistication, and commitment of
personal monies as they have the Cross-Florida Barge Canal (CFBC).The
pros and cons of the CFBC issue have been heatedly debated for a decade.8
Yet construction on the canal continued despite: a preponderant weight of
scientific evidence and expert opinion in opposition; 9 the 1970 political
defeat of United States senatorial candidates William Cramer and Farris
Bryant in Florida, both strong canal advocates; a Florida Defenders of the
Environment (FDE) poll of 1970 candidates for state and congressional
offices in Florida indicating that eighty-one percent of the candidates favored
a halt in construction until the safety of the environment was guaranteed;10
the urging of a moratorium on canal construction by Governors Kirk and Askew of Florida;11 the request of Secretary of the Interior Hickel that the
5. E.g., Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. FPC, 354 F.2d 608 (2d Cir. 1965),
cert. denied, 384 U.S. 941 (1966).
6. See, e.g., P. EHRLICH, TnE POPULATION BOMB 36-45 (1968); Cole, supra note 1, at
682-84.
7. See Sax, The Search for Environmental Quality: The Role of the Courts, in THE
ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS 99 (H. Halfrich, Jr. ed. 1970). The failure of citizens to recognize
their legal rights and the lack of experience in environmental litigation has seriously compounded the problem.
8. See Florida Times Union, Jan. 20, 1971, §A at 1, col. 1;Miami Herald, Jan. 17, 1971,
§B at 1, col. 1; St. Petersburg Times, Jan. 20, 1971, §A at 1, col. 1; Tampa Tribune, Jan. 20,
1971, §A at 1, col. 1.
9.

E.g., FLORIDA DEFENDERs OF THE ENVIRONMENT, THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE

CROSS-FLORIDA BARGE CANAL (1970). This study was initially printed in March 1970, almost
a year prior to President Nixon's order halting construction of the canal. The study substantiates the opposition of the Florida Defenders of the Environment (FDE) to the project. The report provides extensive scientific information previously not presented by the
government agencies involved in the CFBC's construction. FDE's study is indicative of the
enlightening information concerned and informed citizens can bring to bear on environmental issues, and is the most exhaustive report to date evaluating the many effects of the CFBC
on the Florida environment. The FDE is a small group of concerned scientists and citizens
dedicated to the reversal of the current mass destruction of the natural environment in
Florida. This group is active in halting CFBC construction but has not limited itself solely
to that issue. Possibly, it may become the Florida equivalent of the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) discussed in note 17 infra.
10. St. Petersburg Times, Sept. 5, 1970, §B at 1, col. 1.
11. St. Petersburg Independent, Sept. 15, 1970, §C at 4, col. 3.
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Secretary of the Army halt construction;1 2 the recommendation of a moratorium by Senator Chiles of Florida; 13 extensive correspondence from the nation's
citizens to their political representatives; wide news media coverage that was
primarily unfavorable to the canal; a recommendation by the Chairman of
the Army Corps of Engineer's Environmental Advisory Board for a "complete
review" of the project because of the solid basis of fact underlying [FDE] ...
opposition;- and an expert economic review that showed that the canal would
be a fiscal disaster.15
Finally, on January 15, 1971, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia granted a preliminary injunction halting work on the
CFBC1G in response to a suit instituted by the Environmental Defense Fund
'
(EDF)17
and the FDE.18 The court denied the government's motion to dismiss
and indicated that the EDF had made sufficient showing that the canal would
cause irreparable harm to the Okawaha River eco-system. The court further
noted that confused congressional dictates promote environmental protection
on one hand but authorize destructive projects on the other. 9 Then on
January 19, 1971, President Nixon ordered a halt to canal construction because of dangers to the environment. 20 The permanence of this halt, however,
is not certain, and the FDE and EDF are seeking a permanent injunction of
further construction.
DDT
A landmark in the application of administrative processes to a controversial
environmental issue is the 1968 Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources'

12. Orlando Sentinel, June 10, 1970, §A at 8, col. 2.
13. Orlando Sentinel, Sept. 26, 1970, §A at 9, col. 2.
14. St. Petersburg Times, Jan. 14, 1971, §B at 1, col. 3.
15. See Roberts, Economic Evaluation of the Cross-Florida Barge Canal Project, in
FLORIDA DEFENDERS OF THE ENVIRONMENT, supranote 9, at 104.
16. EDF v. Corps of Engineers, 2 BNA, ENVIRONMENT RP'R. CASES 1173 (D.C. 1971).

17. The Environmental Defense Fund is a nonprofit corporation comprised of lawyers,
scientists, and citizens engaged in the legal defense of environmental rights and the protection of environmental quality. The primary function of EDF is the utilization of the
courts to assure that government and industry observe the citizen's environmental rights.
Since its incorporation in 1967, EDF has distinguished itself nationally by its ambitious and
well-planned court cases. This organization has initiated legal action to ban DDT, enjoin the
Cross-Florida Barge Canal, halt the construction of a dam on Arkansas' Cossatot River, block
funds and development of the SST, regulate pesticide use and distribution, and eliminate
lead omissions from auto exhausts. Characteristic of all EDF litigation is close cooperation
and maximum utilization of the scientific and legal skills of its members. EDF has a
Scientists Advisory Committee, which gives freely of time and talent as EDF's voice from the
scientific community; the committee is composed of several hundred members, including
the author. EDF had in excess of 10,000 members at the close of 1970.
18. For a discussion of the FDE see supra note 9.
19. EDF v. Corps of Engineers, 2 BNA ENVIRONMENT RLrFR. CAsES 1173, 1175 (D.C.
1971).
20. See also Florida Times-Union, Jan. 20, 1971, §A at 1, col. 1; St. Petersburg Times,
Jan. 20, 1970, §A at 1, col. 1; Tampa Tribune, San. %0, 1971, 9A at 1, col. I.
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hearings on the use of the pesticide DDT.2 1 These hearings considered a
petition by the Citizen's Natural Resources Association and the Isaak Walton
League requesting a determination of whether DDT was a pollutant of state
waters and therefore subject to regulation under state water pollution laws.
The Environmental Defense Fund was invited by the two Wisconsin conservation groups to organize the scientific evidence and present legal arguments.
The hearings marked the first time that the relative merits of the use of
pesticides, a bitterly fought worldwide controversy, were fully argued before
an administrative tribunal. 22 The hearings involved 27 days of testimony
from 31 witnesses and filled nearly 8,000 pages of transcript. The weight of the
testimony at the hearings demonstrated the environmental hazards of continued DDT use, and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources ordered
the complete eliminationof the use of DDT in the state. 2
These hearings, widely covered by the nation's press and television, were
the turning point in the control of DDT usage nationwide. Olin Chemical
Corporation, responsible for 20 per cent of the DDT output in the United
States, stopped production on June 30, 1970. The company stated that the
manufacture of DDT was no longer consistent with Olin's policy and that
they anticipated a federal ban on all DDT production by 1974.24 The United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has rendered several
decisions favorable to EDF litigation that require the United States Departments of Agriculture (USDA) and Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW)
to restrain the use of DDT.25 Additionally, a flood of new state legislation is
attempting to improve the control of pesticide use.2 6 These and similar recent
actions represent movement toward an environmentally-wiser use of pesticides. This movement was immeasurably aided by the detailed testimony
recorded at the Madison hearings and now available for use in other pesticide
investigation and litigation.
On January 7, 1971, the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia filed what may well become a landmark legal decision in EDF v.
Ruckelshaus. 27 The court, responding to EDF litigation on the continued
governmental approval of DDT sales, ordered the Secretary of Agriculture
to investigate a complete ban on DDT. 28 The court also directed the Government to hold full public hearings before making administrative decisions
on pesticide use "behind the closed doors of the Secretary." 29 The court stated
that this is "the threshold of a new era in the relationship between the admin21.

See generally Wurster, DDT Goes to Trial in Madison, 19 BIoscIENcE 809 (1969).

22. Id.
23. Id. Copies of the decision are available from the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources, Fish Hatchery Road, Madison, Wisconsin.
24. Wall Street Journal, June 9, 1970, at 40, col 3 (eastern edition).
25. See, e.g., EDF, Inc. v .United States, 428 F.2d 1083 (D.C. Cir. 1970). See also 168
SCIENCE 1322 (1970).

26. See Wall Street Journal, June 9, 1970, at 40,
27. EDF v. Ruckelshaus, 2 BNA ENVIRONMENT
See also Gainesville (Fla.) Sun, Jan. 8, 1971, at 8, col
28. EDF v. Ruckelshaus, 2 BNA ENVIRONMENT
29. Id. at 1119.

col. 2 (eastern edition).
RPRm. CAsEs 1114, 1121 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

1.
RPTR. CAsEs 1114,
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istrative agencies and reviewing courts."3 0 Accordingly, the appropriate courts
must demand that agencies account for their environmentally related actions.
The court added that federal courts are no longer to "bow to the mysteries
of administrative expertise" in decisions on the use of substances that are
potentially damaging to the environment.31
Mirex
The requirement in Ruckelshaus of full public hearings by the Department of Agriculture prior to pesticide policy decisions is made more significant
by the current mirex-fire ant eradication controversy.3 2 The plan proposed by
the USDA to eradicate the imported fire ant, an agricultural pest and human
nuisance of unestablished destructivity, calls for three aerial applications of
the pesticide mirex on more than 160 million acres of nine Southeastern
states at an estimated cost of more than $200 million. 8 The limited research
on mirex indicates that it, like DDT : (1) resists degradation; (2) appears in
terrestrial and aquatic food chains; (3) concentrates in fish, shellfish, vertebrates, and aquatic sediments; (4) causes both immediate and delayed mortality to many species of nontarget animals; and (5) can induce tumors in
experimental animals. 34 Therefore, it appears likely that large-scale use
could result in food chain contamination of aquatic organisms in the South
that would render them unfit for human consumption.
The existing level of scientific data, while inadequate for scientific certainty, is sufficient to warn that introducing hundreds of tons of mirex into
the environment may be dangerous. Yet the USDA has already treated several
million acres in an "experimental" program and will soon decide whether
to proceed with the project in full.3 5 Conservationists hope to rally public
opinion and apply appropriate political pressure in an effort to block the
eradiction efforts. Additionally, EDF has litigation pending against the USDA
in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia seeking to
enjoin further application of mirex.36 The mirex issue illustrates the hazards
a government agency may risk in attempting to reach major environmental
policy decisions solely by administrative discretion.
Winning by Losing
Ragland v. State of Florida Department of Transportation7 illustrates
the frustrations environmentalists encounter as victims of administrative
30. Id. at 1122.
31. Id.
32.

Mirex is the brand name for a persistent chlorinated hydrocardon pesticide with

many of the ecologically damaging properties of DDT.
3. Conservation 70's, Report of the Select Committee on Mirex at 1 (1970). For more
information contact: Conservation 70's, Dorian Building, 319 South Monroe Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32504.
54. Id.
35. Id.
36. EDF Newsletter 70-5, at 4 (Nov. 1970).
37. 242 So. 2d 475 (1st D.C.A. Fla. 1970).
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discretion by a public agency. The case typifies a frequent judicial response
to environmental questions: referral of responsibility to legislative and executive branches of government. In substance, the petitioner argued that the
Department of Transportation (DOT) failed to consider community, scientific,
and technological changes occurring between right-of-way determination for
an interstate highway in 1963 and the condemnation of 4.62 acres of Ragland's
fifty-acre botanical preserve in 1970 prior to construction. In addition, the
petitioner contended that condemnation and construction did not reflect the
welfare and best interests of the people of Florida. The First District Court
of Appeal denied certiorari, stating that the petitioner's complaint "should
be directed to the legislative and executive branches of government in this
8
State."3
Although the decision went against Ragland and, in my opinion, the
environment and the people of Jacksonville who may be adversely affected
by the highway, the case was not a total setback for environmentalists. Among
other things, the case focused public attention on the resultant problems and
the high social costs of superhighways in urban environments. By attracting

much adverse publicity to the DOT, Ragland may contribute to improved
methodology applied by the highway builders in evaluating environmental
and nontransportation considerations.
Similarly, an EDF suit against the Hoerner-Waldorf Corporation,39 a pulp
and paper mill alleged to be seriously polluting the air in the Missoula
Valley in Montana, is an example of victory in apparent defeat for conservationists. Although the trial judge dismissed the suit, he said he had "no

difficulty in finding that the rights to life and liberty and property are constitutionally protected . . . and surely a person's health is what, in a most
significant degree, sustains life. So it seems to me that each of us is constitutionally protected in our natural and personal state of life and health."' 0
Moreover, the corporation responded to the litigation and public concern
by undertaking a $13.5 million air pollution abatement program that will
1
do much to solve the problem.4
Litigationand Legislation
Environmental lawsuits have been cropping up with increasing frequency, 42 and legislation to eliminate many of the legal obstacles to environmentally oriented litigation has been enacted or is being considered in several
38. Id. at 477.

39. EDF Newsletter 70-5, at 5 (Nov. 1970).
40.
41.

Id.
Id.

42. E.g., a commercial fisherman is suing a company whose cellulose plant has allegedly
ruined his business. Tampa Tribune, Jan. 3, 1971, §B at 9, col. 8; a Mexican and four
Texans are bringing a class action for actual and punitive damages purportedly caused by
fumes from a smelter in El Paso. Wall Street Journal, March 26, 1970, at 1, col. 6 (eastern
edition); the Bass Anglers Sportsmen Society of America (BASS) has brought suit to stop
over 200 companies from dumping refuse in the navigable waterways of Alabama. St. Petersburg Times, Aug. 6, 1970, §C at 6, col. 1.
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states. For instance, in July 1970 the Michigan Legislature enacted a model
law that gives citizens or groups standing to sue any person or group, including governmental agencies, to protect natural resources and to insure the
m 43
Under the Michigan Act,
right of the public to a healthful environment.
the plaintiff is not required to show personal economic loss. This law is the
first of its kind in the nation, but similar bills have been introduced in New
York, Massachusetts, Colorado, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,44 and in both houses
of Congress. 45 Hopefully, the 1971 Florida Legislature will consider and enact
a similar law.
Private litigation and class actions can be indispensable weapons in representing the public interest on environmental issues. 4 6 Utilization of the judicial forum can influence administrative and legislative functions and encourage more responsible environmental policy as is illustrated by the EDF
pesticide litigation
As courtroom doors open more to conservationists, the concept of the
right to do with one's property as one wishes will be the focus of much litigation. Conservationists tend to view individual property "rights" in land, water,
and related natural resources as only valid within a context of responsibility
to public environmental rights. It is absolutely imperative that we adopt a
philosophy of natural resource ownership and exploitation that equates the
resource owner with a short-term tenant responsible for the preservation of
the resource to the well-being of present and future generations. Society has
only begun to grapple with this fundamental reinterpretation of the "freedom" of the title-owner to abuse the public interest in the continued
ecological functioning of "private" property. Future litigation will doubtless
examine this "freedom," and eventually ownership will perhaps be denied

43. Mich. Laws 1970, Pub. Act 126 §2 (1970).
44. See J. SAx,DEFENDING THE ENVIRONMENT247 (1971).
45. S. 3575, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970) (introduced by Senators Hart (D.-Mich.) and
McGovern (D.-S.D.)); H.R. 16436, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970) (introduced by Representative

Udall (D.-Ariz.)).
46. There are several useful sources of information for lawyers interested in ecological
issues. Newly developing sources are the environmental law societies emerging throughout
the country. The National Environmental Law Society of Stanford, California, is a newly
organized society that will coordinate the efforts of local environmental law societies recently
established at several law schools. TaE ENVMONMENTAL HANDBOOK 303-04 (G.de Bell ed.
1970). Another institutional source is the Practising Law Institute, which offers handbooks
for private legal action and provides a course for lawyers, "Legal Control of the Environment." Of great importance to environmental lawyers is a research data center established
by the National Pollution Control Foundation at the University of Texas Law School in
Austin. Laws regarding the environment and health and pollution control are available
on tape to promote study and enforcement of health standards in the field. In addition, the
Environmental Law Review offers a composite look at the sometimes nebulous area of environmental law. This publication offers contemporary writings from law reviews and popular magazines and can aid greatly in legal research. LAw AND THE ENVIRONmENT (M. Baldwin & J. Page ed. 1970) emphasizes strategy, training, and doctrine nd is also important to
the environmentally interested lawyer.
47. See generally J. RIDGEWAY, THE PoLcIS OF EcOLOGY
Published by UF Law Scholarship Repository, 1971
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those who are irresponsible in their stewardship of the earth's life support
48

system.

Conclusion

The conservationists' foremost request of the law is an opportunity
to present their arguments before a judicial forum with an expectation that
the decision will rest on the merits of the evidence. Nothing is more frightening and frustrating to the concerned citizen than to see environmentally
damaging activities continue while the established system absorbs, without
response, his efforts to halt the damage. The alternative to the speedy application of judicial, executive, and legislative solutions to our current environmental ills is the utilization of militant and revolutionary tactics by those
9
who can visualize no other effective route of action to save our environment.4

48. For an analogous point see 35 REsouRcrs 3 (Sept. 1970). One legal notion that may
aid in defining the property interests in resources such as air is to treat the air as being
held in trust for the benefit of the entire community of citizens. If the citizenry is the
beneficiary of the trust, the government, which stands in the position of trustee to implement the trust for the public benefit, has an obligation to prevent uses of the air that impair the interests of the beneficiaries.
49. One example of nonviolent activism occurred in Dade County. The authorities there
have been very slow in cleaning up the many ocean outfalls of raw sewage along the local
beaches. An Eco-commando Group in the area floated at the outfalls hundreds of bottles
with notes to the Governor of Florida indicating that pollutants from Gold Coast sewers
were likely to be present wherever a bottle was recovered. With accompanying publicity, this
was an extremely effective tactic in a community depending heavily on the recreational use
of its coastal environment. The same group has posted unauthorized "this water is unsafe
for swimming" signs along the beaches. However, there have been a number of more violent
reactions by militant environmentalists. There have been many cases across the nation of
highway signs being cut down by activists offended by the government's apparent inability
to regulate roadside advertising. Another example is furnished by "the Fox," a self-styled
environmental Robin Hood who operates in the Chicago area. In the past two years he has
dogged the outlet of an industrial sewage pipe, capped a factory's offending smokestack,
deposited dead skunks on the porches of executives of polluting companies, and otherwise
attracted the public's eye to environmental problems in his community. Nzwswzsx, Oct. 5,
1970, at 90. On December 22, 1970, "the Fox" stirred the national press by dumping a foulsmelling sample of fluid from one of U.S. Steel's plant drains on the white carpet of the
corporation's vice president. He introduced himself as a representative of the Fox Foundation for Conservation Education and left a bumper sticker on U.S. Steel's glass door: "Go
Fox-Fight Pollution." St. Petersburg Times, Dec. 24, 1970, §A at 7, col. 2. This kind of
antic, on the fringe of being a major violation of the law, could and does appeal to many
deeply committed and frustrated conservationists. It is only a short step to more violent,
destructive, and socially dangerous actions. The potential for revolutionary approaches to
environmental problems exists and dictates a sense of urgency to the redress of environ-

mentally destructive activities beyond their immediate threat to human survival.
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